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ABSTRACT 

The seismic analysis for the vessel of a heavy-liquid-metal reactor was undertaken based on the Design Response 
Spectrum approach. The variation of the normal-mode frequency and total peak stress intensity with the vessel diameter and 
thickness was also studied. It was found that the frequency of the first normal mode increases with increasing vessel diameter 
and thickness, while the total peak stress intensity decreases with increasing vessel thickness and is roughly independent of 
the vessel diameter. Two new dimensionless groups are introduced that enable correlation of the frequency and stress- 
intensity data with adequate accuracy. It is proposed that these correlations be used for quick estimate of the seismic response 
of a vessel of arbitrary size and material, subject to an earthquake of arbitrary magnitude. 

INTRODUCTION, MOTIVATION AND IMPORTANCE 

The use of heavy liquid metals (e.g. lead and lead-bismuth) as coolants for fast reactors offers several safety and 
economic advantages. These arise from the following basic material characteristics [1]: chemical inertness with air and 
water, high atomic number, high boiling temperature and low vapor pressure at operating temperatures. 

The safety performance of these reactors can be further enhanced by adopting a fully-passive decay-heat removal system 
that maintains the fuel temperature at acceptable levels when the normal heat removal path (i.e. via the steam generators) is 
not available, e.g. as a result of a station blackout or feedwater pump trip. A popular decay-heat removal system among fast- 
reactor designers is the reactor-vessel auxiliary cooling system, or RVACS, developed by General Electric (GE) for their 
advanced sodium-cooled reactor, S-PRISM [2]. In this system the decay heat is discharged to the atmosphere by conduction 
across the vessel. The RVACS heat rate increases with the vessel size as this results in a larger heat transfer area. Any 
increase of the RVACS heat rate results in an increase of the allowable reactor power and thus in lower specific capital and 
operating costs. Therefore, to improve the economics of these systems, it is necessary to maximize the vessel size. However, 
ensuring that the stress levels are acceptable under static and dynamic conditions is a serious technical challenge, especially 
because the vessel is filled with a high-density fluid. The static analysis of a heavy-liquid-metal reactor vessel is reported in 
reference [3] where the temperature limit of the vessel is estimated as a function of its diameter and thickness. On the other 
hand, the analysis of the vessel response to dynamic loadings generated by a seismic event is the objective of this paper. 

Although sporadic studies on this subject can be found in the literature, to the authors' knowledge this paper is the first 
attempt to systematically evaluate the seismic performance of heavy-liquid-metal-reactor vessels and thus represents a useful 
design tool for the heavy-liquid-metal reactor community. 

ANALYSIS APPROACH AND ASSUMPTIONS 

The vessel is made of the austenitic stainless steel grade 316. Note that, although for limited periods of time the vessel 
temperature may reach very high values (e.g. up to 700°C during a loss-of-normal-heat-sink event), it is customary to ignore 
the simultaneous occurrence of two serious accidents (e.g. a major earthquake and a loss-of-normal-heat-sink event) as a 
second order effect with extremely low probability. Consequently, the seismic analysis can be conducted at the vessel 
steady-state temperature, which is about 420°C. At this temperature the rules of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, 
Section III, Division 1, Subsection NB (Class 1 Components) apply [4]. 

The vessel is modeled as a cylinder of outer diameter D and uniform wall thickness x with a hemispherical lower head 
(Figure 1). D and x are variables of the analysis. On the other hand, the vessel total height (from the bottom of the lower 
head to the top of the cylindrical shell) is selected and fixed at 19m, which is the length limit for transportation on US 
railcars. This length value is assumed only as reference: the results of this study can be readily generalized to a vessel of any 
length, as shown in the section "Modeling of the Seismic Response" below. The vessel is filled with a fluid of 10.2g/cm3 
density (e.g. a lead alloy) up to an elevation of 2.7m below the vessel top. The space between the fluid free surface and the 
vessel top is filled with an inert gas at atmospheric pressure to allow for expansion of the fluid during overheating transients. 
The vessel is equipped with a horizontal flange of width 4x and thickness 2x. The connection between the flange and the 
reactor building, through which the earthquake is transmitted to the vessel, is realized by means of a roll support. The roll 
support allows for one degree of freedom only, i.e. the flange is allowed to expand/shrink radially, but not to bend. 
Tangential displacements are not allowed either. The roll support prevents generation of large stresses in the flange upon 
thermal expansion/shrinkage during transients such as reactor startup, shutdown, load change, etc. 
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Figure 1. A schematic of the reactor vessel. 

The seismic analysis is conducted in the frequency domain according to the Design Response Spectrum (DRS) approach. 
In this approach, the vessel normal modes of vibration and their associated natural frequencies are calculated by means of a 
stress-strain elastic code (ABAQUS was used for this study). There are three sets of normal modes, associated with direction 
x (horizontal), y (horizontal) and z (vertical), respectively. However, the normal modes for the x and y directions are 
identical because the vessel and supports are symmetric about the longitudinal axis. Each normal mode of vibration can be 
effectively viewed as a simple harmonic oscillator with a characteristic natural frequency and a specified damping factor, for 
which the DRS can be utilized. The DRS is a (given) plot that characterizes the earthquake completely because it provides 
the maximum acceleration induced by the earthquake in any harmonic oscillator of given natural frequency and damping. 
Then, maximum accelerations are converted into maximum displacements by the simple relation: 

Sa'k (1)  

Sd, k = (2ark)2 

where Sd, k and Sa, k a re  the maximum displacements and acceleration of the k th mode, respectively, and fk is the natural 
frequency of the k th mode. Knowledge of the maximum displacement for each normal mode enables calculation of the 
stresses associated with that normal mode. These stresses are then combined to give the total stresses in the vessel during the 
earthquake. 

It is necessary to specify three DRS plots, each characterizing the earthquake in the x, y and z direction, respectively. 
The three DRS plots share the same shape, which is prescribed by the NRC Regulatory Guide 1.60 [5]. However, two 
scaling parameters need to be specified for each direction (i.e. for each DRS plot): the Zero-Period Acceleration (ZPA, also 
known as the peak ground acceleration) and the damping factor (a measure of the ability of the structure to suppress the 
oscillations in that direction). In this analysis a ZPA of 0.5g was selected for the horizontal directions x and y in accordance 
with the GE ALMR design [6]. This is a rather high acceleration that should make the vessel licensable for most sites in the 
US. The Uniform Building Code [7] recommends the reduction of the vertical ZPA by a factor 1/3 with respect to the 
horizontal ZPA, i.e. the ZPA in the z direction is 2/3x0.5g=0.33g. A damping factor of 3% is adopted for all directions, as 
recommended in reference [8]. The DRS plots for directions x, y and z are illustrated in Figure 2. 

As already mentioned, the normal modes of vibration and the corresponding stresses are calculated with the ABAQUS 
code [9]. ABAQUS is a finite element code suitable for performing the computational algorithm described above. For a 
seismic analysis based on the DRS approach, ABAQUS assumes that the system's response is linear. Note that if the 
excitation is so severe that nonlinear effects must be taken into account, the DRS analysis is not appropriate. The normal 
modes and their natural frequencies are calculated by means of the *FREQUENCY keyword. The acceleration DRS is 
specified in the code with the *SPECTRUM keyword. The peak stresses associated with each normal mode are computed 
and combined with the *RESPONSE SPECTRUM keyword. The combination of the peak stresses from different normal 
modes is not a simple linear summation, because this would be equivalent to assuming that all normal modes peak 
simultaneously, an excessively conservative assumption. Instead, it is assumed that the modes are completely independent 
and oscillate with a randomly-distributed relative phase lag. Therefore, to obtain the total peak stress aij (i.e. the ij 



component of the stress tensor), the peak stresses from different normal modes are summed with the SUM=SRSS option to 
the *RESPONSE SPECTRUM keyword according to the following equation [9]" 

~ / ~  2 (2) 
O'ij -~- O'ij,k 

where aij,k is the ij component of the stress tensor associated with the k th normal mode. 
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Figure 2. The Design Response Spectrum. 

To evaluate their acceptability, the total peak stresses are compared with the limits specified in the ASME code (Level D 
Service Loadings). The ASME code prescribes that the stress intensity at any point in the vessel be at or below the smaller of 
240% the allowable stress intensity of the material or 70% the ultimate strength of the material. For SS316 at 420°C the 
allowable stress intensity is 109.6MPa and the ultimate strength is 517.1MPa [4], thus resulting in a limit of about 263.1MPa. 
With regard to the contained fluid (i.e. lead) the Poisson's ratio is set equal to 0.5 and the Young's modulus is set equal to 
1/10 the room-temperature value to simulate the liquid nature of the fluid. With these assumptions, the contained fluid does 
not significantly contribute to the rigidity of the structure and most load is accounted for by stresses in the SS316 only. 

In modeling the vessel with ABAQUS particular attention is given to the issue of liquid sloshing at the top of the vessel. 
Sloshing concerns only a relatively small volume of fluid near the free surface. It was found that sloshing in a cylindrical 
pool can be effectively modeled by splitting the liquid mass into two masses [ 10]: one large mass fixed to the lower portion 
of the vessel and one small moving mass connected to the upper portion of the vessel by springs. The value of the moving 
mass Mm and the total rigidity of the springs Ks can be calculated as [ 10]: 

K s =M 3.68g tanh(3.68h~ (3) 
" D D 

where Mt is the total mass of the fluid, h is the fluid depth (in our case about 16m) and g is the gravity acceleration. To 
evaluate the effect of sloshing on the seismic response of the vessel, an alternative model is also generated in which sloshing 
is eliminated by considering the entire fluid mass as fixed to the vessel. 

The ABAQUS model of the system with sloshing comprises about 30,000 finite elements of which 15,360 represent the 
actual vessel, 1,152 the sloshing mass, 14,400 the fixed mass and 192 the spring elements connecting the sloshing mass with 
the vessel (each of rigidity equal to Ks/192). The model without sloshing comprises about 25,000 finite elements of which 
12,432 represent the actual vessel and 12,816 the fixed mass. No spring elements are present in the model without sloshing. 

R E S U L T S  

The first set of calculations evaluates the importance of sloshing on the stresses in the vessel during the earthquake. For 
this purpose, a reference vessel configuration, 6m diameter and 10cm thickness is analyzed with both the sloshing and non- 
sloshing models. It is found that the total peak stress intensity and first-mode frequency for the vessel with and without 
sloshing are 590.2MPa and 3.10Hz, 619.1MPa and 3.16Hz, respectively. Thus, the effect of sloshing is to reduce the stress 
level in the vessel. On the other hand, the natural frequency of the first mode of vibration remains practically unchanged. 
Therefore, because the model without sloshing is more conservative with respect to peak stresses and computationally less 



expensive, it was used for the rest of the analysis. The shape of the first three normal modes for the vessel without sloshing is 
illustrated in Figures 3a, 3b and 3c. The displacements in Figures 3 are greatly magnified for illustration purposes. The 
first mode represents a simple lateral bending. The second mode is torsional. The third mode is a higher-order lateral 
bending. The higher-order modes (not shown in Figures 3) are high-frequency displacement waves within the vessel. 
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Figure 3. The shape of the normal modes of vibration. 

It is found that the first mode (i.e. simple lateral bending of the vessel) contributes the most to the total peak stress 
intensity, i.e. the first mode has the highest participation factor. As a result, the total peak stress intensity occurs immediately 
below the flange (in the cylindrical shell) where the vessel curvature (or, equivalently, the bending moment) associated with 
the first mode is maximum. However, for this particular vessel size (D=6m, x=10cm) the peak stress intensity does not meet 
the ASME limit for Level D Service Loadings for SS316 at 420°C. Note that at these stress levels (beyond the yield strength 
of the material) a linear elastic analysis is not accurate. Therefore, these results should be used as an indication only. 

Table I. Results of the vessel-size sensitivity analysis. 

D (m), ~ (cm) Total Peak Stress Intensity (MPa) 
4, 10 547.4 
4,15 
4, 20 

,! i '310 .... 
6,10 
6,15 
6, 20 

8, 20 
8, 25 

10, 20 

484.7 
299.9 
2351ii 
619.1 
472.3 
347.5 

330.3 
275.1 

286.9 

Frequency of the 1st Mode (Hz) 

2.65 
3.11 
3.52 

3.16 
3.71 
4.28 

4.71 
5.19 

4.95 

The second set of calculations studies the effect of the vessel size (i.e. D and x) on the seismic response. Fourteen D and 
x combinations were considered for this purpose. For all combinations, the contained fluid does not slosh. The results of the 
analysis are reported in Table I. It can be seen that, for a given diameter, the stress level decreases significantly with 
increasing thickness. On the other hand, for a given thickness, the dependence of the stress level on the diameter is more 
complicated, however not very strong. The frequency of the first mode (also reported in Table I) increases with the vessel 
thickness and diameter. In the next section a simple model is presented that explains these observed trends. 

Table I can be utilized as a lookup table for design of SS316 reactor vessels of 19m height, operating at 420°C, 
containing a fluid of density 10.2g/cm 3, connected to the reactor building by a roll support and subject to a horizontal 0.5g 
and vertical 0.33g earthquake. Of the fourteen D and x combinations studied, only five (shaded in Table I) exhibit stress 
levels below the Level D ASME limit of 263.1MPa for SS316 at 420°C. Again it should be emphasized that for the cases 



with peak stresses beyond the yield limit, a linear elastic analysis (like the one adopted in this study) is not accurate. 
Therefore, the results of Table I for these cases should be used as an indication only. 

M O D E L I N G  OF T H E  S E I S M I C  R E S P O N S E  

In this section it will be shown that, if two proper dimensionless groups are introduced, the results of the previous section 
can be generalized to the case of a vessel of arbitrary length, material, diameter, thickness and operating temperature, subject 
to an earthquake of arbitrary magnitude and containing a fluid of arbitrary (but high) density. The dimensionless groups are 
identified through the application of the beam theory to the bending normal modes of the vessel. Then two correlations are 
generated that satisfactorily predict the natural frequency of the first mode and the total peak stress intensity, respectively, 
and can be used for quick seismic calculations. 

The vessel is modeled as an elastic beam of length L, outer diameter D, thickness x, made of a material with Young's 
modulus E, filled with a material of density 9. On the basis of simple elastic considerations (e.g. see reference [ 11 ]) it can be 
demonstrated that the motion equation of the beam is: 

~4 u ~2 u 

E l ~z a + m --~-t z = F (4) 

where u is the lateral displacement, z is the axial coordinate, t is time, m is the beam mass per unit length, I is the beam cross- 
sectional moment of inertia and F is the external force applied to the beam per unit length. 
To calculate the shape of the normal modes and their frequency, Eq. (4) has to be solved for F=0 and with the following 
boundary conditions: 

~U 
u(0 , t )  = 0 (wall support); -7 - (0 , t )  = 0 (wall support); V(L,t)  = 0 (free end); M (L , t )  = 0 (free end) 

Oz 
(5) 

where V is the shear force and M is the bending moment in the beam, proportional to the third and second spatial derivative 
of u, respectively. The solution to this problem can be found in reference [ 11] where it is demonstrated that the natural 
frequencies, fl and f2, of the first two normal modes satisfy the following equations, respectively: 

2~, L = 1.875; 2x/2--nfz L = 4.694 (6) 

where the parameter ~ is defined as: 

o' = (7) 

Eq. (6) indicates that the frequency f of the normal modes depends only on ~ and L as follows" 

It is useful to develop an expression for I and m. If the contribution of the fluid contained in the vessel to the bending 
moment is neglected, the moment of inertia can be readily calculated from its definition as: 

[ =fx2dS ~.E[D "4 __ ( O _  2~,) 4 ] (9) 
4 s 

where S is the fraction of the beam cross-section area taken by the vessel material. 
The mass per unit length of the beam is: 

m = P 4 ( D _ 2 r ) 2  (10) 

where it was assumed that the mass of the contained fluid is much larger than the mass of the vessel (an excellent assumption 
in the case of heavy-liquid metals like lead or lead-bismuth). 



Then Eq. (8) becomes: 

[e__o = 
f o,: ~ ,  oL4 , (1-  2 r / D )  2 

1 - ( 1 - 2 r / D )  4 
(11) 

Therefore, the new dimensionless group Buf is defined: 

B u f  - 
I ED_____~2 . 1 - ( 1 -  2r l  D) 4 

pL 4 ( 1 - 2 r I D )  2 

(12) 

Eq. (11) indicates that Buf is a constant for the bending modes of any vessel. The physical meaning of Bur is that of a 
normalized frequency of the vessel normal bending modes of vibration. 

The shape of the normal modes is described by the spatial part of u, A(z), given by the following equation [ 11 ]: 

A(Z)  = A l z/-si z/- L/- si -- L)[cos  _ z)] (13) 

A~ represents an amplitude factor proportional to the maximum displacement of the beam. In reference [ 11] A(z) is plotted 
for (2rtf)l/2L/tx=l.875 and (2rff)l/2L/tx=4.694 and it reproduces very well the shape of the 1 st and 3 rd modes (the bending 
modes) of the vessel, respectively (see Figures 3a and 3c). Obviously, the torsional mode of Figure 3b cannot be 
reproduced with the beam theory, which does not account for torsional stresses. Let us now neglect the high-order modes 
(2 nd and higher) and calculate the peak stress intensity in the vessel on the basis of the first mode only. The beam theory is 
based on the assumption that the dominant stress component in the structure is the axial bending stress az, which is assumed 
to be distributed linearly throughout the beam cross-section according to the following equation [ 12]: 

~)2 u 
cr : - E  ~z2 X (14) 

Because all other stress components are neglected, the axial stress, Oz, and the stress intensity, Sb are identical in the beam 
theory. Therefore, from Eq. (14) it can be seen that the peak stress intensity, SI,max, occurs at x=+D/2 and, for the first mode, 
at z=0 (where the curvature of the beam is maximum): 

d2A D 
St,,,,,,, ̀ = E --i.T ( z =0) m 

dz 2 
(15) 

Calculating the second derivative of A with respect to z from Eq. (13) and substituting into Eq. (15) one obtains: 

Sl,max "-A1E~ 2~~ Ict 
o 

(16) 

But for a given mode (i.e. for a given value of (2~f)l/2L/~) the factor containing the hyperbolic and trigonometric sines and 
cosines is constant. Also, from Eq. (6) the factor ((2rff)l/2/tx) 2 is inversely proportional to L 2. Finally, A1 (the amplitude 
factor) is proportional to the maximum displacement in the vessel during the earthquake, Sd. Then, Eq. (16) yields the 
following proportionality expression: 

SdED (17) 
Sl~x ~= L 2 

Substituting Eq. (1) and Eq. (11) into Eq. (17) the following expression is finally obtained: 



S/,max ¢x: 
SaPL 2 (1-  2 r / D )  2 

D 1 - ( 1 - 2 r / D )  4 
(18) 

Therefore, the new dimensionless group Bus is defined: 

Bu s - 
S, ,maxDb-(1-21:/D) 4 ] 

SaPLZ (1- 2r /  D) 2 
(19) 

Eq. (18) indicates that Bus is a constant for the bending modes of any vessel. The physical meaning of Bus is that of a 
normalized peak stress intensity. 

To assess the validity of this simple model, the frequency and stress-intensity results of Table I are normalized 
according to the Buf and Bus groups and plotted against the vessel diameter (Figures 4a and 4b). It can be seen that both Buf 
and Bus are roughly constant, as predicted by the model. The best fit of the data is obtained with a value of the constants of 
0.0835 and 5.6215 for Bur and Bus, respectively, which was calculated according to the least-mean-squares method. Thus the 
correlations are: 

Bur = 0.0835 

Bu s = 5.6215 

(20) 

(21) 

Figures 4a and 4b show that most data from Table I are predicted by the correlations with an uncertainty of +15%. The 
actual standard deviation for Buf and Bus is about 6% and 11%, respectively. Note that the correlations also correctly 
reproduce the trends observed in Table I, i.e. the frequency increases with increasing vessel diameter and thickness (Figure 
5a) and the peak stress intensity decreases with the vessel thickness, but is roughly independent on the vessel diameter 
(Figure 5b). 

Eq. (20) and (21) (in combination with the definitions of Eq. (12) and (19)) enable calculation of the frequency and peak 
stress intensity for any vessel when E, D, p, L, 1: and Sa are specified. The correlations should be used as follows: first the 
frequency is calculated from Eq. (20), then the acceleration Sa corresponding to that frequency is found from the proper 
Design Response Spectrum plot. Then, the peak stress intensity is calculated from Eq. (21). Finally, the peak stress intensity 
must be compared with the ASME limit for the material of interest to judge the acceptability of the stresses. 

At the risk of sounding repetitive, we should once again emphasize that the current study is based on a linear elastic 
analysis. In this respect it was already mentioned that the results of Table I do not accurately reproduce the actual stress 
intensity and frequency for those D and "c combinations with peak stress intensity beyond the yield limit. However, those 
results would be correct if we were dealing with a (fictitious) material behaving linearly even beyond its yield limit. 
Therefore, for the purpose of generating the correlations for Buf and Bus, all data from Table I were utilized with the 
understanding that the predictions from these correlations are accurate only below the yield limit. Whenever the peak stress 
intensity predicted by Eq. (21) is above the yield limit of the material, both the frequency and stress intensity predictions 
should be discarded. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The seismic analysis for the vessel of a heavy-liquid-metal reactor was undertaken based on the Design Response 
Spectrum approach. The variation of the normal-mode frequency and total peak stress intensity with the vessel diameter and 
thickness was also studied. It was found that the frequency of the first normal mode increases with increasing vessel 
diameter and thickness, while the total peak stress intensity decreases with increasing vessel thickness and is roughly 
independent of the vessel diameter. Two new dimensionless groups were introduced that enable correlation of the frequency 
and stress-intensity data with an average error of 6% and 11%, respectively. It is proposed that these correlations can be used 
for quick estimate of the seismic response of a vessel of arbitrary size, material and contained fluid. 
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